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Time, Place, and Books in HaJin's Waiting
哈金作品中的時間、地點與書本
How do we read Ha Jin's novel Waiting1 as Anglophone Chinese literature? Al- 
though this novel has won several awards given by major American literary organiza- 
tions as well as the Asian American Writers' Workshop in New York, it is a unique 
entity among Asian American literature, diasporic literature or Chinese literature, ac­
cording to existing definitions of these categories. Ha Jin writes in English; and until 
recently his novels and short stories are targeted for English-speaking reading com ­
munities mainly in the United States, but the stories are usually set in China, not in the 
socialist-turned-capitalist China along the coasts, but in rural China where feudal cus- 
toms such as arranged marriage and foot-binding are still observed This spatial setting， 
along with the historical background of an earlier period during or shortly after the 
Cultural Revolution, makes it difficult for critics to make sense of Ha Jin’s worldliness 
or the subtle difference he makes from the conventional identity of "a Chinese writer," 
except from the point of view of aesthetics. Critics have celebrated the Chehovian 
flavor of Waiting as a characteristic that distinguishes the novelist from "the memoir­
ists [of the Cultural Revolution] who have saturated the market";2 at the same time,
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1 Ha Jin, Waiting (New York: Vintage, 1999),
2 Sarah A. Smith, "Voices of the Demon-Monster: Sarah Smith on a Compelling Fable of Truth and 
Paranoia: The Crazed," The Guardian 30 November 2002.
traces of translation have been detected and commented on either favorably or criti­
cally as something that contributes to the distinct voice o f Ha Jin's writings.
What these purely aesthetic judgments o f Ha Jin's writings fail to register is Ha 
Jin's self-consciousness as a reader o f world literature. As if Ha Jin himself had antici­
pated that foreign literary influence and linguistic inflection would become an impor­
tant marker of his works, he has chosen to cast intellectual figures with a certain amount 
of Western knowledge as the main characters o f his novels. In the novel Waiting, for 
instance, both Lin Kong and Commissar Wei are readers o f foreign literature. Major 
works of Western culture, such as Walt Whitman's Leaves o f  Grass or the Bible are 
mentioned not as ignorable details, but as important tropes in Waiting and The Crazed. 
If in Waiting, the foreign book is a signifier for the uneven distribution of cultural 
capital between the different ranks in the army and between the country and the city, 
then one can say that The Crazed depicts the intellectual's troubled relationship to 
power and knowledge as a way o f indexing a historical moment of transition and 
turmoil. This depiction is consistent with Ha Jin's own experience as a former student 
of Western literature before leaving China. He once told a reporter that ,fhe was lent a 
Chinese translation of 'Don Quixote' " when he was young. "I couldn't read, I was 
almost illiterate. . . I looked at the pictures. It was important because I realized there 
are other books. Not just propaganda stuff— good books."3 During an interview with 
an overseas Chinese literary m agazine/in 今 天 （Today), he says that he did not 
grow up with many Chinese books and as a result did not receive much influence from 
Chinese writers. Instead, European, American and Russian literature satisfied his in­
tellectual hunger for knowledge and filled the gaps in his education.
Contemporary postcolonial and diaspora theories are concerned mostly with cos­
mopolitan characters who have traveled away from home, not those who remain at 
home and still retain deep connections with the cultures and histories in areas outside 
the West. In some studies o f the global circulation of knowledge and knowledge-bearers, 
these forms of circulation are depicted as taking place under conditions of global capi- 
talism and postmodernism. The ability of these theories to explain the history o f the 
dissemination o f Western knowledge in formerly socialist countries such as China 
remains limited. We can use two popular texts of globalization and diaspora: Ai-hwa 
Ong's book Flexible Citizenship4 5and Ien Ang's On Not Speaking Chines^ as example. 
Ong's book analyzes the role that transnational capitalists as diasporic subjects play
B David Mehegan, "Cultural Evolution with Talent and Hard Work," Boston Globe 27 November 2002,
4 Ai-hwa Ong, Flexible Citizenship (Durham; Duke University Press, 1999).
5 Ien Ang, On Not Speaking Chinese (New York; Routledge, 2001),
in the development of nation-state sponsored capitalism in the Asian-Pacific countries. 
A ng is concerned with how migration and colonialism problematize conventional no­
tions o f ethnicity and identity. Although the two theorists have different interpreta­
tions of the term "diaspora," they both imply that a postmodern condition in which 
different cultures and histories intersect forms the backdrop of their considerations of 
identity and diaspora. The characters in Ha Jin's novels live in a world that is still 
untouched by global economic forces and the writer shows very little awareness of 
issues such as postmodernism, difference or hybridity.
In the works of popular Anglophone writers such as Hanif Kureishi, Salman 
Rushdie and Jessica Hagerdorn, the gap between the diaspora and the nation is bridged 
through various postmodernist figures o f border crossing. I would like to argue in this 
paper that Ha Jin's writing does not celebrate border crossing through creating 
postmodernist characters; rather, his singular focus on China embodies a form of cross­
ing that results from a certain kind o f translational backformation.
A  recent interview shows that Ha Jin on the one hand claims to be different from 
the conventional "Chinese writer" and on the other hand sees himself and his writings 
still within a nation-bound framework. He says, as quoted by Mehegan,
I will never be a Chinese writer. . . This is a fact of myself, that I can accept myself 
as a kind of failure.. .  I believe a writer mainly exists in one language.. .  but I think 
it is good to have another language to supplement your thinking, your perception, 
and your choice of words.6
In a recent uproar with regard to the Nobel Prize Committee's decision to give the 
prize to the Chinese exile writer Gao Xingjian some Chinese writers and gov­
ernment officials expressed a sentiment of desiring for the status of the universal as 
represented by the Nobel Prize and at the same time claiming the victim's status. Ha 
Jin's strategy of becoming global is apparently very different from these writers.
It seems to me that his transnational sensibility, ambivalently anchored between 
the diasporic and the national, is both historically conditioned and indicative of the 
cultural Gaining o f a particular generation of Chinese writers; as a result, approach- 
ing Ha Jin's cosmopolitanism (I am using the term "cosmopolitanism" broadly in refer­
ence to a certain degree of acquaintance with foreign culture and literature acquired 
before or after immigration) simply from the point o f view of aesthetics does not do 
full justice to his novel since this approach would only isolate the Anglophone Chinese
6 See Mehegan.
writer from any historical or political context. One could think o f the novel Waiting in 
conjunction with other writings about the Cultural Revolution, but the difference be­
tween this novel and both Anglophone memoirs o f the Cultural Revolution, such as 
Life and Death in Shanghai or Son o f the Revolution7 8, as well as so-called scar literature, 
a popular genre of literature in the 1980s, also has to be noted. Ha Jin's novel portrays 
the Cultural Revolution not as an era of utter cultural impoverishment as most fic­
tional or non-fictional writings about this period tend to do. It makes use o f the history 
o f Cultural Revolution creatively so that this period would not become a blank to be 
written off and written over by the progress of Chinese society during later periods. In 
this respect, it resists a linear developmental narrative that erases the traces of the 
Cultural Revolution.
I want to propose a concept of the "internal diaspora" to describe the particular 
tem poral and spatial construction o f t|iis novel. The term "internal" has two 
connotations: First, it refers to the framework of the nation-state within which Ha Jinfs 
writings are situated; second, it refers to, in the terms of the anthropologist James 
Clifford, the diasporic subject's psychology of "living here and remembering/desiring 
another place.1' Diaspora implies a kind of psychic indebtedness to home and nostal­
gia for roots. Asian American scholar David Polumbo-Liu links this psychological struc­
ture with the temporal and spatial structure of a narrative, considering diaspora as a 
"chronotopic construction o f hom e/' which is created after dispersion and inevitably 
has to come to terms with dominant sociopolitical structures. Liu writes,
[t]his spatiotemporal construct (referring to the diaspora) approximates a psychic 
experience particularly linked to material history. It is only after the diasporic comes 
into contact with the material history of its new location that a particular discourse 
is enabled that seeks to mark a distance, a relation, both within and without that 
constellation of contingency.9
The lack o f representation o f  the "new location"— the United States— does not 
mean that Ha Jin can only be interpreted within the monolithic category of "the Chi­
nese writer." In fact, it is through the migratory perspectives of worldly characters 
such as Lin Kong that a certain discursive relationship with the U.S. and China is
7 See Cheng Nien 鄭念， and Dea的  in Shanghai.
8 See Liang Heng 梁恆 and Judith Shapiro, Son o f 出e /?evo/uf/‘on,
9 David Polumbo-Liu, 厂/can: H/’sfo厂/ca/ Cross/ngs on a ffac/a/ Fronf/e厂 (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1999) 355.
defined.
Lin Kong， the main character in Wafting; is in a way a migrant subject whose 
roots and home are in the countryside; and professional and intellectual training take 
place in the city. So this novel can be read as a mobility narrative about journeys taken 
between the country and the city. Raymond Williams has described the dialectics of 
this contradiction in British literature against a historical background o f capitalist 
expansion and the transformation of the English countryside. Similarly, in modern 
Chinese Hterature, the story of an intellectual exile's homecorning is a familiar trope 
often evoked to underscore the contrast between modern sentiments and traditional 
customs or, as Rey Chow points out in "Women and Chinese Modernity," differences in 
class and gender. Lu Xun 魯迅 ’s short story "Gu 心 职 " 故 鄉 （"Homecoming”） is an 
example o f a male intellectual's re-encounter with a gendered, feudal and stagnant 
culture upon coming home. Hoyever, rather than trying to write Ha Jin back into the 
continuum o f modern Chinese literary history, I choose to emphasize a different as­
pect of the opposition between the country and the city, which has to do with psychol­
ogy and time. Waiting, as a theme of this novel, connotes a gesture o f passive resis- 
tance to social progress and sexual fulfillment. Waiting generates the feeling of loss， 
which’ according to Walter Benjamin， can translate into the practice of historical 
materialism.10 In contrast to historicism that represents history as a progressive narra­
tive from the point of view of the victor, historical materialism looks upon the past as 
the remains o f progress and uses it to inform on the present In the remains
of socialism are represented through the trope of women's bodies.
As a mobility narrative, Waiting presents a spatial opposition between the army- 
hospital in the city o f Muji and the home village of Lin Kong, a contradiction that 
carries both social and psychological ramifications. The novel is divided into three 
books. In each of the first two books, the main character Lin Kong takes a trip to the 
countryside to divorce his wife Shuyu, who is illiterate and has bound feet. In the third 
book, Lin Kong finally wins the divorce case after eighteen years, and Shuyu comes to 
settle down in the city. Throughout the narrative, all three main characters, Lin Kong, 
Shuyu and Lin Kong's longtime lover Manna, are displaced in one way or another, so 
no consolation o f a solid home is offered in the end.
Ha Jin identifies literacy as a primary cultural domain that exposes social in­
equality and uses this trope to reflect on the relationship between the migrant subject 
and home. A t the beginning o f the novel, Lin Kong is distinguished from his dorm
10 David Eng and David Kazhanjian, eds., Loss: The Politics of Mourning (Berkeley; University of California 
Press, 2003).
mates by his impressive and eclectic collection o f books, many of which are foreign 
books. War and Peace, The History o f International Communism, White Night, Lenin: 
The World's First Nuclear-Powered Ice-Breaker and so on. In addition, as Manna 
discovers， Lin Kong reads books in Russian and even knows a few words o f Latin. In 
the course of the narrative’ another character Commissar Wei， who also loves litera- 
ture —  particularly the American author Walt Whitman， is in仕oduced. These details 
can serve as an indexical reminder o f  a history o f transnational cultural circulation in 
post-1949 China, especially during what is generally considered as the self-enclosed 
era of the Cultural Revolution.
Historians on the Cultural Revolution have discovered many underground read­
ing groups and literacy activities during that era. Some have argued that reading for­
eign literature in Chinese translation had the effect of fostering anti-authoritarian think- 
ing among the Red Guards and other active participants of the Cultural Revolution. In 
the post-Cultural Revolution era, fictional works that follow the genre commonly re­
ferred to as scar literature often evoke the trope of the Western book as a symbol of 
regained freedom. Because the foreign book is sometimes represented as pornographic, 
a connection between knowledge and sexuality can be made. In a representative short 
story in this genre entitled "Ah, Books" by Wang Wenzhi, for instance, the change of 
times is indicated through the changing reception o f a Western book, Victor Hugo's 
Les MiseraWes， previously banned because o f its supposedly pornographic contents. 
What is interesting about this story is that both in its beginning and the end， there is a 
scene of people lining up in front o f the bookstore to purchase foreign books newly 
reprinted after the Cultural Revolution. This symbolic detail sitAiates the story in rela- 
tion to a self-enclosed and provincial era， whose ending is signaled by  the emergence 
of a new market economy of print culture. It also adds an additional layer of meaning 
to the trope of the foreign book by  underscoring the economic aspect of foreign print 
culture.
A s I have mentioned earlier, there is another character in Waiting who also loves 
Western books: the cadre Commissar Wei. Although Lin Kong and Commissar Wei 
compete for the affection o f the same woman, they are kindred spirits when it comes to 
the consumption of foreign literature. In Lin Kongfs eyes, Commissar Wei is "a better- 
educated man, reasonable and gentle, different from those animal-like men driven by 
lust and selfishness,,.u Yet, Commissar Wei and Lin Kong disagree on how to read 
■Leaves o f  Grass, and this disagreement betrays a fundamental difference in terms of 1
11 Jin, Waiting 153.
their social positions as defined against the dominant ideology. Keen on defending the 
positive value of Leaves o f Grass, Commissar Wei interprets the work from a dogmatic 
Marxian perspective:
O f course it was written last century when American capitalism was still developing. 
In fact the optimism in the poetry reflects the confidence and progress of the time. 
Nowadays no American poet can write like this. They have all degenerated in the 
rotten capitalist society, without the rising spirit anymore.12
By contrast, Lin Kong is not sure whether Leaves o f Grass is a "good book" or 
not, precisely because he has intuitively grasped the subversive potential of Walt 
Whitman's poetry. He is unable to find the grounds of legitimacy for this book:
To him (Lin Kong), this was a bizarre, wild book of poetry that had so many bold 
lines about sexuality that it could be interpreted either as obscenity or as praise of 
human vitality. Moreover, the celebration of the poet's self seemed to verge on a 
kind of megalomania that ought to be condemned.13
Lin Kong’s politically incorrect reading of Whitman indicates a passive refusal 
to incorporate sexuality into the dominant framework o f knowledge in service for a 
narrative of historical progress. He understands that the universal embodied by Walt 
Whitman is not the spirit of capitalism, but something that is deeper, more anti- 
systemic，andthereforemoresubversive.
Knowledge， particularly "Western knowledge, serves as a social marker in two 
ways: It draws the line between the civilized and the barbaric as represented by Com- 
missar Wei on the one hand and Geng Yang， the soldier who rapes Manna， on the 
other; it also marks the distinction between the literate and the illiterate represented 
by the city folks such as Lin Kong and Manna and the country folks such as Shu Yu. 
Whereas one kind o f cruelty in relation to knowledge as a means for the construction 
o f state ideology is easily exposed and can be redressed, there is no compensation for 
the other kind o f cruelty in relation to the illiterate and woman because woman as 
illiteracy represents the failure o f a socialist history o f enlightenment. Before I go on 
to elaborate on this point, I want to point out the difference between Ha Jin's critique
12 Ibid, 144.
13 Ibid, 153.
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o f the socialist Enlightenment project and a typical postcolonial critique o f colonialist 
Enlightenment since Ha Jin is after all an Anglophone writer. Homi Bhabha, for instance, 
has written about the discovery o f the authority o f the Western book in a colonial 
context: "The discovery of the book installs the sign o f appropriate representation: the 
word of God, truth, art creates the conditions for a beginning, a practice of history 
and narrative".14 For Ha Jin, the Western book in itself does not carry power that is 
inherently oppressive or liberatory although it reveals the inequality in terms o f power 
and class. Whereas postcolonial critics such as Homi Bhabha are concerned with the 
displacement of the Western book, Ha Jin is interested in investigating its placement 
within Chinese society.
If we pay attention to the timeline of the narrative, then we can see the eighteen 
years of waiting covers precisely the historical span from the first year o f the Cultural 
Revolution in 1966 to the heyday of the economic reform in 1984. In other words, Lin 
Kong's individual quest for sexual freedom is carefully timed so that it mirrors the 
nation's historical progress towards market economy and state-sanctioned capitalism. 
Similarly, Lin Kong's inability to obtain a divorce can also be interpreted as a psycho­
logical response to the progress of history, for it indicates a kind o f reluctance to 
choose between a modern and more "free" lifestyle and what he has left behind — his 
arranged marriage as we】 as his roots in the countryside.
Each time Lin Kong goes home, he gains renewed affection for his home and 
family but is debilitated by the stark differences between two life styles and two value 
systems. He often finds himself torn between the two locales, thus inhabiting a double­
ness that only makes him want to postpone any proactive intervention. He says at one 
point that an "ideal solution might be to have two wives: Manna in the city and Shuyu 
in the country. But bigamy was illegal and out of the question. He stopped indulging 
in this kind of fantasy".15 Socially enforced as well as self-imposed, waiting becomes a 
psychological condition that renders the cyclical repetition of anticipation and disillu­
sionment into a non-productive economy of desire, rather than any fixed structure 
such as a family. Towards the end o f the novel, when Manna and Lin Kong have le­
gally married, when there is no longer anything to wait for, a sense of emptiness and 
loneliness sets in. Lin Kong asks himself;
Yes, you waited so many years, but for wkat?. . . All those years you waited torpidly,
14 Homi Bhabha, '『Signs Taken for Wonders: Questions 〇 f Ambivalence and Authority Under a Tree Outside 
Delhi, May 1817," The Location o f Culture (London: Routledge, 1994) 105.
15 Jin, Waiting 94-b.
like a sleepwalker, pulled and pushed about by others' opinions, by external 
pressures, by your illusions, by the official rules you internalized. You were misled 
by your own frustration and passivity, believing that what you were not allowed to 
have was what your heart was destined, to embrace.16
In other words, Ha Jin endorses deferral not so much for the purpose of celebrat- 
ing difference in the Derridean manner， but more for the sake of critiquing the progress 
of history in a socialist context.
Does Lin Kong manage to find alternative forms of literacy that transcend the 
framework of state ideology? Waiting ends ambivalently with the intellectual figured 
return to Shuyu, the illiterate woman who keeps a list of her daily expenses not with 
words, but with signs, "a square, a box, bottles of different sizes, a circle, a jar, and a 
knife".17 18It also ends with images of women's mutilated bodies such as the body of a 
peasant woman who is abused by her husband because she fails to give him a son. 
What does this (re)turn to women suggest about the choice o f the male intellectual 
whose own personal story is entangled with the nation's progress of rapidly acquir- 
ing global literacy and gaining access to the world system? I propose to read the fe- 
male characters in the novel as ruins of history. Their abuser, represented throughout 
by the rapist Geng Yang, is the figure o f the victor who manages to catch the eco­
nomic wave and transform himself from a criminal into a millionaire. Ha Jin has been 
criticized by a well-known Chinese literary critic for capitalizing on China's backward 
feudalist customs such as women’s bound feet and arranged marriages, and partly as 
a result o f this criticism, Chinese translations of Ha Jin's novels were banned from the 
market in mainland China. While the women in this novel do not have a voice o f their 
own and are indeed represented as slaves to the land and the body, their significance 
as figures of loss in the construction of a historical critique of the socialist enlighten- 
ment project is not to be undermined. In their introduction to a collection of essays on 
"loss，', David Eng and David Kazhanjian remind us that Benjamin has ’’a continuous 
double take on loss— one version moves and creates, the other slackens and lingers". 
18 This double move can be observed in Ha Jin's representation o f women as well as his 
struggle as a diasporic writer with the fixity of the nation and the national. The 
woman as a figure of home is accompanied by the writer's persistent questioning of 
where is home in time and space. Therefore, one can say that the narrative position of
16 Ibid, 294-95, ‘
17 Ibid, 91.
18 Eng and Kazhanjian, eds,, Loss: The Politics of Mourning 2.
this novel is anchored ambivalently between the city and the country and in the limi- 
nal state in the midst o f the feudalist past, the socialist present and the capitalist future.
